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It goes without saying, then, that language is also a political
instrument, means and proof of power. It is the most vivid and
crucial key to identity: It reveals the private identity, and connects
one with, or divorces one from, the larger public, or communal
identity. (Baldwin 650)

STEREOTYPES ARE ELASTIC. THEY STRETCH TO CONTEXT AND TIME IN

ways that position stale tropes as new. The portrait of Black
men in America painted by mainstream devices is an example.

Criminal, athlete, entertainer, too often, provide a type of cultural
historical shorthand that has defined Black men in popular spaces for
decades. These are accessible identities that intimate other, position-
ing Black men away from normalcy and full consideration within
larger society.

This fits a comfortable master narrative of race1 for the Black fam-
ily in the United States. It is a narrative extended by the misinterpre-
tation and narrow understanding of Black masculinity in general2,
and in the positioning of Black male voices as invisible. This invisi-
bility,3 however, is misfit considering the diversity of Black male nar-
ratives available within present mass culture—specifically a popular
culture heavily influenced by hip-hop.

The present work considers the multiple and varied life stories
found in the language of hip-hop such that Black men and boys are
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understood relative to their identity form and function—beyond
pathology. To most effectively do this there is need for ontological
and axiological contextualizing that allows for access to the visibility
that hip-hop recording artists offer. This type of alternative world-
view is accessible through the narratives of noted foundational and
contemporary lyricists—Rakim and Ice Cube, and Jay-Z and Kanye
West respectively.

Hip-Hop Narratives as a Language of Black Male
Engagement

Certainly, there is caution to be exercised in summarizing Black men
through any singular lens, hip-hop or other. A global perspective of
Black men necessitates multiple arteries toward understanding, chief
among them engagement. The language of hip-hop narratives has the
capacity to facilitate this engagement and understanding when looked
at beyond stereotype. There is visibility in the lyrics when the lives
outlined are privileged as knowledge that is of value.

Rakim and Ice Cube help in illustrating this potential for knowing
Black men differently with definitive personal self-disclosure and rev-
elation; and the Jay-Z/Kanye West long play Watch the Throne simi-
larly demonstrates important lived experiences, but from a more
public-primed perspective. The group of four and their work was
selected for review because of a popular appreciation of their music
and personas, and because of a critical appreciation of their storytell-
ing through rhyme. The adolescent marker that Rakim and Cube
represent with their lyricism as demonstrated in the current piece is
matured, but remains as salient as the adult lyrics of Jay-Z and Kanye
West that are selected for deconstruction. This illustrates a consis-
tency in the vitality of narratives offered by the artists across a devel-
opmental arc—boy to man—that is rarely examined.

With their catalogues and positioning within hip-hop, Rakim,
Ice Cube, Jay-Z and Kanye West show a push toward psychological
balance that lends fullness to the consideration of who and how
Black men are. The developing theory of Identity Orchestration
(Rice, Positioning 1–15; Rice et al. 86–88) dynamically responds to
the work of each lyricist in his reconciling person to context. The
construct provides scaffolding for their expressions of self through
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raced and gendered identity construction, and Winston’s (APA
1–13; Theory 1–33) theory of Race Self Complexity helps to bridge
these lyricists’ storied lives and popular representations to psycho-
logical significance.

Rakim and Ice Cube Portend the Throne, A Primer

In the summer of 1987 the DJ/MC duo Eric B. & Rakim released
Paid in Full. The straight-ahead set of ten songs contributed to a
redefinition of contemporary hip-hop. Where the genre certainly
existed before them, Eric B. & Rakim advanced the music form with
innovative production and with Rakim’s mature, stylized and
thoughtful rhymes. Acknowledged as helping to leverage a significant
cultural shift forward for hip-hop in the late ‘80s, Rakim is under-
stood along with Chuck D. and KRS-One as “[a] serious Black [man]
with something important to say” (Charnas 182).

Often referred to as The God MC because of a consistent emphasis
on knowledge of self gained through his belief in the Nation of Gods
and Earths—a religious offshoot of Islam (Knight 180)—and because
of a deep respect afforded him by peers, Rakim has his conversational
flow imprint throughout modern rap music. Eminem and other
mainstream artists have integrated classic Rakim into their songs,
and “progressives” like Talib Kweli have done the same.

Recording as a solo artist since 1997 to lesser renown than in his
commercial prime with DJ Eric B., Rakim is not referenced by mass
culture relative to his impact on hip-hop.4 This is unfortunate. Nota-
ble for his lack of profane lyrics, his framing of self is more inline
with a whole story of the Black American male than are pervasive
associations with the drug trade, a celebration of intoxicants, material
gains and sexual exploits.

Ice Cube was the voice of Golden Age5 West Coast hip-hop as lyr-
ical architect of the notorious rap collective N.W.A., and then with
his solo discs AmeriKKKa’s Most Wanted and Death Certificate. Cube
was most easily identified as that rapper with the explicit “reality rap”
lyrics, a super wet Jheri Curl, and an ever-furrowed brow, who never
smiled. His content and identity constructions were, and remain, part
rough-edged social critique, sometimes misogynist jingles and
unapologetically “g-a-n-g-s-t-a.”
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Ice Cube’s prevailing place within current popular culture is in
stark contrast to his recordings, having established himself as a strong
earner as a movie and television writer, producer and star. The
content of Cube’s rhymes across albums, however, have remained con-
sistently resistant despite his occasional fuzzy persona in films. It was
“F–k tha Police” in 1988 with N.W.A. and “Everything’s Corrupt in
2012, where Cube rips U.S. politics-as-usual.

The masculinities that Rakim and Cube occupy in their identities
across their recorded works are complex. For those who give more than
a passing consideration to hip-hop lyricism, this is not particularly
novel. Stories of self relative to love, war, friendship, death, race, cul-
ture and faith are typical topics presented in an effort to negotiate
emerging adolescence toward adulthood. Fact and fiction, the stories
told are psychological efforts to reconcile identity. Rakim and Cube
perform this task in distinctive and overlapping ways.

The two lyricists tell complex stories of self and context across
more than two decades and they anticipate the verve of collected,
contradictory stories of orchestrated selves like those that comprise
Watch the Throne. The connection of Rakim and Cube to Jay-Z and
West, then, provides an expanse of topic, time and context that
allows for an approach to the consideration of Black men and their
visibility beyond the developing years of adolescence into the devel-
oped years of adulthood. This is new to hip-hop insomuch as the
genre is young, as are the artists. Just now are lyricists coming of age
and beginning to mark their development in their music. Rakim and
Ice Cube establish a beginning because of their longevity and posi-
tion within the broad narrative of hip-hop, and Jay-Z and Kanye
West emphasize the established visibility in current language—
Watch the Throne—that helps to join this narrative of visibility from
recent past to the present. The life stories offered demonstrate psy-
chological demands and accommodations inherent in human behav-
ior, and have the capacity to yield insight into the construct of
Identity Orchestration.

Balance Theory and Race Self Complexity

Identity Orchestration is a personality process theory that describes
the motives of the self system as an ego balancing mechanism. The
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theory explores how achieving psychological equilibrium is accom-
plished in discursive acts of Black males. As such, these motives of
the self become an overlapping part of the process of Black males’
identity construction. Identity Orchestration is the activity and
goal of negotiated identity balance (Rice et al. 86–88). It is psy-
chological work done by the individual where the self is situated
as a complex system that provides a container for many identities,
or self aspects (Linville 97; Rafaeli-Mor and Steinberg 33–35).
These identities are naturally driven toward a state of equilibrium,
and avail themselves to a self stability that is person and situation
driven. The person makes sense of the world by fitting their iden-
tity to it, and Identity Orchestration is the process by which this
is done.

This adapting is represented in four forms: Identity Dilemma
Articulation, Burden of Proof, Unadulterated Presentation of Self and
Acute Identity Expression. These building blocks of Identity Orches-
tration are exemplars of identity constructions that represent the
awareness of identities to be negotiated (Identity Dilemma Articula-
tion); defiance in the face of negotiation (Unadulterated Presentation
of Self); responsibility of identity assumption and the relationship to
stereotype (Burden of Proof); and hyper-articulated self-affirmation
through an outline of strengths or weaknesses that allow for recogni-
tion (Acute Identity Expression). These forms of Identity Orchestra-
tion provide avenues by which form and function of emerging and
established selves are found (Rice, Positioning 4). They also allow for
more authentic approximations of Black male identity than those
offered through rigid normative models that many times miss depth
and scope of who individuals internalize and represent themselves to
be (Rice, Balance 7–8).

There is an involved structural justification of Identity Orchestra-
tion from a theory-building base (Rice, Balance 7–18; 39–54) that
places the construct squarely within personality psychology.
McAdams and Pals and Pals (204–17) significantly advance the con-
cept of personality suggesting that beyond the widely accepted Big
Five (McCrae and Costa 509–16): openness, contentiousness, extrover-
sion, agreeableness and neuroticism, there exists an alternative view
of how it is that persons are whole within and because of the
world. Dispositional signature, characteristic adaptations, narratives/
modern identity and the differential role of culture are components of
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personality that McAdams and Pals (213) put forward that help to
govern tenants of Identity Orchestration.

Identity through purposeful, unitary life stories and the role of
culture are two dimensions that help in exploring form and function
of Black male identity construction in this analytic exercise. Rakim’s
resolute and consistent knowledge of self expressions on “wax,” and
Ice Cube’s relentless and reasoned search for self across his recordings
provide a language of cohesive narratives that are prime for study.
This allows contemporary artists similar visibility because of prece-
dent. The visibility that Rakim and Cube demonstrate provide a
fuller picture of Black males than is typical. The gendered and
race-based orientation is context validated by and grounded through
Race Self Complexity, the foundational theory from which Identity
Orchestration is extended.

Race Self Complexity is the first personality theory to integrate
narrative theories of personality with psychological significance of
race theories (Winston, APA 1–13; Theory 1–33). The theory finds
utility in the embrace of Rakim, Ice Cube, the narratives of Watch the
Throne and hip-hop stories generally, because of the assumptions it oper-
ates from in explaining race and because of the active role attributed to
narratives in the defining of self. Within the discursive acts—language
—of hip-hop expressions there is fundamental context. James Jones
(Culture 217–241; Racism 161–90) might suggest a universal con-
text of racism that suggests visibility informed by self-protection and
self-enhancement. Race Self Complexity explains this race reality as
consequent in how Black people consider themselves and in how they
are considered by others. Cultural historical and biopsychological
realities of race6 within the United States further dictate self-defining
behaviors and identification. This informs but does not define the
master narratives of race that all Black folks confront. And this psy-
chology work is at the core of hip-hop expressions and identification,
where artists are seen defining and developing identities by:

[engaging] in a process of negotiating affective, thematic and
motivational internal and external stimuli relevant to race. This
meaning making process becomes selectively, synchronically and
diachronically integrated into in a person’s internalized narrative
of self, which is as important an element of human personality
as the trait and characteristic adaptation dimensions. (Winston,
APA 2)
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Rakim and Cube and an Initial Pass at Orchestration

Accordingly, the themes that Rakim unpacks in the declarative
recording, “I Ain’t No Joke” extends beyond superficial bravado. And
Ice Cube’s angry-Black-man styled, “Tha N—a You Love to Hate” is
also more than what a passive listen might suggest. At base both
recordings articulate a racialized understanding of self relative to a
universal other. This is in line with Race Self Complexity. There is
the consideration of self within a field of racism, complicating an
already complex self. There is also the working toward psychological
balance with the public articulation of how it is that Rakim and
Cube are fitting themselves into a public that at best questions
(Rakim) and at worst holds contempt (Ice Cube) for who they are.

Identity Orchestration is present with the assumption of Acute
Identity Expression for Rakim. Asserting his dominance on the
microphone with “I Ain’t no Joke” he demands visibility with:

The E-M-C-E-E don’t even try to be
When you come up to speak, don’t even lie to me
You like to exaggerate, dream and imaginate
Then change the rhyme around, that can aggravate me
So when you see me come up, freeze
Or you’ll be one of those 7 MCs7

The last line establishing narrative continuity with Rakim’s
seminal “My Melody” where he legendarily hyper-articulates:

I take seven MCs put’em in a line
And add seven more brothas who think they can rhyme
Well, it’ll take seven more before I go for mine
And that’s 21 MCs ate up at the same time8

Rakim, though not obviously addressing a racialized environment
within the presented lyricism, does operate within it. This is appar-
ent in considering the reputationality9 that Black males without tra-
ditional access to capitals10 are charged to achieve with the
imposition of a default patriarchal, hegemonic experience. Again, in
defining a supremely proficient self across “I Ain’t No Joke” and “My
Melody” from the LP Paid in Full, Rakim is striking an orchestrated
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identity that elicits visibility from the listener so that the day-to-day
invisibility experience is balanced.

Ice Cube’s identity and race intersection is more conspicuous with
his orchestrated Unadulterated Presentation of Self and Burden of
Proof. McAdams and Pals talk of the differential role of culture and
its potential to impact personality (211–12). As an extension of per-
sonality the self is also consequent of culture. Understanding the
threat that his being Black and male elicits within a broad context,
Ice Cube is agentic in his engagement of the stereotype. He co-opts
it, utilizing it as strength and exercises it in confronting the individ-
ual who holds the stereotype while simultaneously challenging insti-
tutional and cultural racism. Clear example of this activity is found
in the narrative “The N—a Ya Love to Hate,” the first song off Ice
Cube’s first solo album, AmeriKKKa’s Most Wanted:

Now who do ya love to hate
‘Cause I talk s–t and down the eight-ball
‘Cause I don’t fake you’re begging I fall off
The crossover might as well cut them balls off
And get your ass ready for the lynching
The mob is droppin’ common sense and …11

With “‘cause I talk s–t and down the eight-ball,” Ice Cube taps
into the social illustration of young and old Black men as perpetual
stoop sitters who talk daily about neighborhood events with great
animation, colorful language and an accent of alcohol. But instead of
letting the stereotype sit, Ice Cube extends his engagement with the
cultural perception by juxtaposing it to the “crossover.” With this
and an illustration of the consequence, “might as well cut them balls
off,” he suggests that he would rather remain the stereotype than
compromise any cultural integrity. Particularly if that compromise
renders him ineffective in wielding whatever power he assumes.

Ice Cube’s allusion to the castration of Black men that was rampant
from slavery into the middle of the twentieth century is as in-your-face
an assumption of Unadulterated Presentation of Self as is entitling
one’s first solo studio album AmeriKKKa’s Most Wanted, or being a
founding member of the group Ni–as With Attitude. Even if one
understands employing cursing and “the ‘N’ word” as salacious
attention seeking language, or as age-appropriate anti-establishment
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behavior, there is still the function of this identity assumption to be
considered; and this behavior is essentially activity toward visibility.

But with “the mob is droppin’ common sense and …” Ice Cube’s
Unadulterated Presentation of Self is pushed even further into
Identity Orchestration where the stereotype assumption is transmuted
into a responsibility. There is a burden that Cube assumes. He wants
to prove there is more to him than simple stereotype, to use his posi-
tion to educate on the most practical and relatable of levels.

Coping … Identity as Activity

With their life stories Rakim and Cube represent the process of psy-
chological development. The phenomenon often escapes consideration
for Black men in popular culture and social science literature, and is
not generally recognized in the examination of hip-hop music. Identity
expressions within hip-hop are limited to adolescent understandings of
manhood because, typically, rappers are adolescents. Their station in
development calls for anticipated, perceived and aspirational identities,
not static ones. Rakim and Ice Cube in their hip-hop recordings, con-
structed and reconstructed narratives, demonstrate psychological
growth. On their records they are coping. With the presentation of
their narratives they are “doing” and “being.” They are participating in
the activity of identity while also occupying identities that substanti-
ate a self-space that is working for the context at hand and toward con-
texts to which they are familiar or in which they hope to participate.

Coping is understood here as diminishing the physical, emotional
and psychological burden linked with stressful life events and daily
hassles (Snyder and Dinoff 5). Through the authenticity of their nar-
ratives, Rakim and Cube highlight vulnerabilities and articulate per-
spectives as strategies that minimize psychological strain. This is
done by employing a set of styles (Harrell 99–108; Harding 28–46),
perspectives on motivation (Jones 217–41) and in the activity of
“being” a Black male (Spencer, Dupree and Hartmann 817–33).
Through a personality lens (McAdams and Pals 204–17), coping can
also be considered in terms of characteristic adaptation through cul-
ture. The cultural attributes of resistance and the revelation of per-
sonal ethno-social truths in Rakim and Cube styled hip-hop are
illustrative of this type of cultural adaptation. This “doing” of
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identity (Cunningham 569–88; Spencer, Cuningham and Swanson 31
–52) sees the artist adapting his presentations of self to his expectan-
cies relative to affirmation given his contextualized experience.

The psychological work that Rakim and Ice Cube enact on their
beginning LPs Paid in Full and AmeriKKKa’s Most Wanted, supports
ideas about constructs of and relating to identity balance. The artists’
multidimensionality of identity expression is significant, so too are
the potential identities that the albums suggest. The initial works
generated by Rakim and Ice Cube laid a working map for who and
how Black men are, in part. They are suggestive of the artists’ poten-
tial for personal growth as evinced in their respective catalogues, and
anticipated contemporary hip-hop and its adult perspectives on
“being” and “doing.”

Negotiating the Throne

Two of the most popular and influential hip-hop lyricists of the 21st
Century are Jay-Z and Kanye West. They represent Black male lived
experiences on different ends of a spectrum and, like Rakim and Ice
Cube, overlap in their understandings and expressions of self. They
are very much extensions of the Golden Era hip-hop artists.

Says Rakim of Jay-Z’s significance relative to hip-hop, “What I
did and that feeling that I gave the game when I was at that forefront
… is a feeling that Jay is giving to people today” (Langhorne). That
“feeling” is bound in narratives that have visibility as a shared thread.
Within the life stories of Rakim, Ice Cube, Jay-Z and Kanye West
are reflections of self that are highly relatable across raced and gen-
dered identities. Certainly, this is a contributing factor to their suc-
cesses within and influence on popular culture. To understand the
Identity Orchestration and the gendered and racialized negotiations
of these Black men is to see reflections of self across a variety of sta-
tuses. Their stories and language have a common touch that affords
understanding beyond pathology and stereotype.

Jay-Z and Kanye West’s 2011 collaborative work Watch the Throne
debuted at number one on the U.S. Billboard 200 chart, and
ranked #2 on Rolling Stone’s list of best albums of the year (Caulfield;
Anderson et al.), and was nominated for seven Grammy Awards
including Best Rap Performance. With songs produced by West and
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others and emceed by both men, the album is replete with social
commentary and stereotype. It anchors the self in both contradictory
and complementary versions of identity that give voice to the com-
plex nature of living across varied contexts. It is a Du Boisian album
in this way.

Watch the Throne is also aggressively ostentatious with references to
esoteric art, luxury cars and expensive vacations. Riccardo Tisci of the
French fashion house Givenchy designed an image of gilded, ornate
embroidery for the album’s cover artwork. This in combination with
the implicit warning of the title could easily situate Watch the Throne
as typically disposable hip-hop fare, but the collected songs demon-
strate as an important subversive declaration of Black man resistance.
New York magazine’s Nitsuh Abebe wrote in his review:

It’s a portrait of two black men thinking through the idea of suc-
cess in America; what happens when your view of yourself as a
suppressed, striving underdog has to give way to the admission
that you’ve succeeded about as much as it’s worth bothering with;
and how much your victory can really relate to (or feel like it’s on
behalf of) your onetime peers who haven’t got a shred of what
you’ve won. (par. 4)

Watch the Throne works as a thesis on what success means, or can
mean, for Black men in America as they think and are active beyond
limited popular themes set for them.

“Otis,” the lead single from Watch the Throne, was a commercial
hook for the album. The track samples Otis Redding’s crooning from
“Try A Little Tenderness,” providing a backdrop to the stylized brag-
gadocio of Jay-Z and West. An unengaged pass at the single could
easily miss messages present. Lyrics of hyper-materialism become
more palpable in knowing of Redding’s contribution to the legacy of
Black people in the music industry, having been one of few Black
singers to maintain publishing rights for the songs he wrote.
Redding’s example is linked to the entrepreneurship that has afforded
Jay-Z and Kanye West material gains. Jay-Z boasts:

Driving Benzes, wit’ no benefits
Not bad huh, for some immigrants
Build your fences, we diggin’ tunnels
Can’t you see, we gettin’ money up under you
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Here Jay-Z talks of the irony that is Black success. The box that
he feels he was relegated to before has now become a platform. And
West further highlights the use of a hip-hop bully pulpit referencing
impact with his breakout pop-song of faith, “Jesus Walks” from his
2004 debut album, College Dropout:

I made “Jesus Walks” I’m never going to hell
Couture level flow, it’s never going on sale
Luxury rap, the Hermes of verses
Sophisticated ignorance, I write my curses in cursive12

The substance offered by Jay-Z is extended by West and is then
tempered with clever, more stereotypical and less threatening descrip-
tors. The teaming of the two here is reminiscent of the hardcore
political and playful tension between Public Enemy’s Chuck D. and
Flavor Flav.13 Lauryn Hill explains the dynamic with her couplet14:
“And even after all my logic and my theory, I add a ‘motherf–ker’ so
you ignorant ni–as hear me.” The duo of West and Jay is built to be
seen, but as a Trojan Horse of sorts.

The video for “Otis” extends the artists’ attempt at visibility. It’s
set in what looks to be an empty freight yard where central images
are an American flag hung from the side of a warehouse wall and a
trashed Maybach—a German luxury automobile. The video opens
with Jay-Z and Kanye West approaching the car with welding
torch and power saw in hand. Flash to a team of men in protective
gear dismantling the vehicle. And then the hip-hop stars at once
mock and endorse symbols of the American Dream for the sub
four-minute visual, speeding through the rail yard in the mangled
auto with women in the backseat and a frame or two capturing a
comedian du jour making quirky, funny hip-hop hand movements.
The video’s final frame is a written message explaining that pro-
ceeds from the auction of the car will go to East African drought
disaster relief.

The whole of the video is exemplary of Identity Dilemma Articu-
lation. It is a form of Identity Orchestration that is interwoven
throughout the album. Jay-Z and Kanye are developed men of
“means.” They have graduated beyond the initial insights of Rakim
and Ice Cube, who now partner with them in their adult world.
Whether through wealth or role modeling these men now possess
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privileges that have the capacity to oppress or to provide access to
those they represent, and for whom they care. With “Otis” Jay-Z and
Kanye West illustrate respect and disdain for this dilemma.

Watch the Throne’s “Murder to Excellence” provides a more direct
social commentary. It places the lifestyles of Jay-Z and West beside
those of Black men living in American cities with the consistent
threat of murder. West uses as example his hometown of Chicago,
Illinois to demonstrate the tragedy that is the “murder capital,” while
Jay-Z opens the recording with, “this is to the memory of Danroy
Henry,” a Pace University student killed in 2010 by Westchester
County police officers in New York.

He continues:
All black everything,
Ni–a you know my fresh code
I’m out here fighting for you,
Don’t increase my stress load
Ni–as watching the throne,
Very happy to be you
Power to the people,
When you see me, see you

West:
It’s a war going on outside we ain’t safe from
I feel the pain in my city wherever I go
314 soldiers died in Iraq, 509 died in Chicago

Jay-Z:
I arrived on the day Fred Hampton died
Uh, real ni–as just multiply
And they say by 21 I was supposed to die
So, I’m out here celebrating my post-demise15

Jay-Z and Kanye connect their condition to that of young Black
men across the country, Black men who are marginalized and chal-
lenged by what West questions, “is it genocide?”

With their narratives Jay and Kanye are reorienting the listener’s
expectation of them as wealthy, famous, powerful—distant, through
a connection to the circumstance of the Black everyman, everyboy.
The artists are leveraging their visibility in an effort to make those
they identify with more relatable. Jay-Z and Kanye West are orches-
trating identity by demonstrating their relationship to the Black
male whole through Burden of Proof. They affirm their connection to
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community with the articulation of a shared vulnerability to police
brutality and other violence against them. When explaining “I’m out
here celebrating my post-demise,” in the context of the album’s other
side of material gain, Jay-Z is further exhibiting orchestration with
an Unadulterated Presentation of Self; cognizant of his relationship to
the Identity Dilemma that exists between his achievement and the
killing of people who look like and are like him.

“Murder to Excellence” highlights the realities of violence with an
understanding of persistent and epidemic murder rates, a nod to
the armed resistance attached to the legacy of Black Panther Fred
Hampton and a professed unconditional love regardless of socio-
cultural station, or gang affiliation, in the acknowledgement, “What
up Blood? What up Cuz? It’s all Black, I love us.” This story telling
is a process of orchestrating psychological balance, an effort to make
sense of competing realities in a public space. It is a want for celebra-
tion of achievement and an overture for help in pulling and pushing
those who are not as fortunate forward. Jay-Z and Kanye West give
voice to self and to others with their insights and use Watch the
Throne as a tool to understanding that is unapologetically contradic-
tory. This allows for authentic engagement with vulnerable personal
and public Black selves in an arena of social intimation of a departure
from such humanness because of status achieved through wealth and
fame.

Conclusion

Simply, Rakim, Ice Cube and Jay-Z and Kanye West with their
Watch the Throne LP represent for Black men and Black boys. Likely,
this does not elicit much debate. The advance is in the significance
attributed to this representation through Identity Orchestration. It is
an advance in privileging identity form and function, and in substan-
tively engaging visibility present in the psychological work inherent
in the language of hip-hop.

Form is found in the Acute Identity Expression of Rakim’s “I
Ain’t No Joke,” “My Melody,” and in the Unadulterated Presentation
of Self that Ice Cube outlines. Cube illustrates additional identity
form with the orchestration of race representation in the lyrics for
“The N—a Ya Love to Hate.” The Watch the Throne LP also
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demonstrates Burden of Proof with the recording “Murder to Excel-
lence.” Jay-Z and Kanye West further exemplify identity orchestra-
tion with the Identity Dilemma Articulation of “Otis” and present a
complex, Unadulterated Presentation of Self in “Murder to Excel-
lence.”

Function is prevalent across Identity Orchestration examples here
with a striving toward visibility that helps to establish a central argu-
ment of the piece. There is further function, however, that exists
across psychological layers and personality levels—the “why” of visi-
bility. The negotiation of self relative to context is an additional
function found in the language of Rakim, Ice Cube, Jay-Z and Kanye
West, and in the stories they tell. A consideration of W. E. B. Du
Bois’ Souls of Black Folks helps in summarizing the motivation—the
function—behind the narratives offered by these artists: “to be a co-
worker in the kingdom of culture, to escape both death and isolation,
to husband and use his best powers and his latent genius” (46).

The phrase “you can’t see me” is late 80s-early 90s hip-hop lin-
gua franca. It is a statement indicating sophistication or a compli-
cated self that is so far ahead or beyond as to be inaccessible. It is
often a false statement, suggestive of a want to be seen.16 We posit
this want for visibility is at core of the hip-hop lyricist. Identity
Orchestration is a theoretical construct that provides an additional
device by which to consider and to responsibly complicate Black
men and Black boys beyond stereotype. It is a device by which to
more richly see others in the everyday and, in the best of circum-
stances, affords an opportunity to see one’s self and his or her rela-
tion to others more effectively.

Notes

1. Within racialized societies, master narratives of race emerged as a cultural psychological
mechanism to “story” dominance, subordination, and equality ideology (C. Winston and
M. Winston 568).

2. Imani Perry in her treatment of the critically acclaimed television drama The Wire provides
succinct explanation of considerations of the show relative to Black men that parallel the
dilemma found in the broad narratives of hip-hop. The HBO serial and hip-hop en masse
both offer “diversity and emotional depth of [their] representations of Black men” (47) and,
as a result, also provide “multiple triggers of recognition” (48) that can either challenge
biased assumptions or confirm stereotype; this dependent on the general beliefs of the
viewer and listener.
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3. Ralph Ellison’s archetypal Invisible Man persists as clean illustration of what it can mean to
be a Black man—“people refuse to see me” (3)—at least within an American context. Dis-
tinguished psychologist Anderson J. Franklin makes even more real this literary construct
offering, “invisibility [as] a psychological experience wherein the person feels that his or
her personal identity and ability are undermined by racism in a myriad of interpersonal cir-
cumstances” (761).

4. Beyond publicity around album releases, Rakim’s image has been most accessible in main-
stream outlets through references from other artists to his legacy and/or classic works.

5. Golden Age hip-hop was a time of diverse lyricism and production within the genre that
extended from approximately the late 1980s through the 90s.

6. Winston (Theory 7) presents two primary perspectives as a part Race Self Complexity. The
biopsychological perspective suggests psychological dealing consequences because of atti-
tudes associated with phenotypic variation. The cultural historical perspective posits that
unique historical experiences of Black people in the United States gives race psychological
meaning that is incorporated into cultured patterns of thought, feelings and actions.

7. Eric B. & Rakim. “I Ain’t No Joke.” Paid in Full. 4th & B’Way/Island, 1987. CD.
8. Eric B. & Rakim. “My Melody.” Paid in Full. 4th & B’Way/Island, 1987. CD.
9. E. T. Gordon (91–92) positions respectability and reputation at polar ends of a continuum,

and at core of a Black male cultural dilemma. Respectability is largely accommodative in
that those who ascribe attend to other’s perception of them, particularly the perspectives
from those who represent mainstream society. Alternatively, reputation is deeply resistant
and oppositional (Gordon 92–93). The cultural practice transmutes Anglo practices of mas-
culinity through Black urban expressions toward norms of “cool” and dominance.

10. Bourdieu (241–58) via E. W. Gordon (2) summarizes nine capitals—Cultural Capital,
Financial Capital, Health Capital, Human Capital, Institutional Capital, Pedagogical Capi-
tal, Personal Capital, Polity Capital and Social Capital—as spaces of existing or for poten-
tial strength.

11. Ice Cube. “The Ni—a Ya Love to Hate.” Amerikka’s Most Wanted. Priority, 1990. CD.
12. Jay-Z and Kanye West. “Otis.” Watch the Throne. Roc-A-Fella, Roc Nation, Def Jam,

2011. CD.
13. You needed Flavor because otherwise Public Enemy could have turned into a sermon. Flav

made it funny and cool: “Let me joke with you guys, but really, we teaching you. Let me
‘Yeah, boyyyy!’ in the midst of Chuck’s ‘Elvis was a hero to most.’” You needed that (Alder,
Charnas and Rubin 98).

14. Fugees. “Zealots.” The Score. Ruffhouse/Columbia Records, 1996.
15. Jay-Z and Kanye West. “Murder to Excellence.” Watch the Throne. Roc-A-Fella, Roc

Nation, Def Jam, 2011. CD.
16. Kanye West and Jay-Z offer a 21st century twist on “you can’t see me” with “that s--t

Kray.” The slang hook from their recording "Ni--as in Paris" is a reference to the notorious
Kray twins of London’s East End. The 50s/60s era gangsters were able to evade police cap-
ture for years. Jay and West parallel this to their inability to be captured financially, crea-
tively, or understood.
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